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In October, our sister school, No. 17 Senior High School from Singdao, Shangdong Province in China,
visited Weston High School. From October 2-5, four teachers and 15 students spent three days with
us. During this time, the teachers spent time observing classrooms, while visiting students, paired with
Weston students, attended classes and experienced lunch in the cafeteria. On their last day here, they
took a trip to Yale University and their host families organized a potluck dinner in the evening.
On September 25, Assistant Principal, Mr. Filip,
Environmental Science teacher, Mr. Aitkenhead, and
co-presidents of the Green Team, Colin Socha and
Graham Fay, traveled to Washington D.C. to receive a
plaque in recognition of WHS being named a National
2019 U.S. Department of Education Green Ribbon
School. Only 35 schools, 14 districts, and four
postsecondary institutions were recognized for their
innovative efforts to reduce environmental impact and
costs, promote better health, and ensure effective
environmental education. Weston High School was the
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only school in Connecticut to receive the honor this year, which recognizes our school’s many years of
commitment to improving student health, sustainable purchasing and practices, and environmental
education.
This past August 60 rising seniors
participated in the School Counseling
Department's first-ever Camp College
Summer Application Workshop, which
was organized by College and Career
Counselor, Ms. Greene. At the camp,
school counselors reviewed the school
procedures around the admissions
process. Students also completed
electronic application components in
Naviance, met with admissions
representatives from Fairfield University
and Michigan State to review the do's and don'ts of the application process, had one-on-one writing
conferences with English teachers to review their college essay, participated in individual meetings
with a counselor to review their applications, and met with a representative from the University of
California, Irvine to go over the UC application. This new program was a resounding success and will
become a yearly program.

Student Government organized our annual Trojan Kickoff held on the first Friday of the new school
year. Students were welcomed with music by the pep band, and a beautiful rendition of the National
Anthem. The theme of this school year is "Humankind: Be Both," which was emphasized in speeches
by student government executive board members, Superintendent of
Schools Dr. McKersie, and Principal, Ms. Wolak. Members of our
school community wore matching t-shirts with this motto in Weston
colors. Athletic captains, club presidents, and several teachers
participated in a highly spirited water balloon toss with Mr. Moeder
and Mr. Buckley, winning first place. The event ended with the
traditional unity lap and full school ‘W’ formation. It was a
beautiful day to celebrate the Weston High School community.
Weston's annual Homecoming Week is October 20-25. The theme of the week is "Holidays," and a
series of new events highlighted this year's celebration.
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The week began on Sunday, October, 20 with a Homecoming Kick-Off party in the high school
parking lot, hosted by the PTO. Food trucks, high school bands, and members of high school sports
teams and clubs were in attendance to celebrate the start of Homecoming. Thank you to the PTO for
organizing and hosting this wonderful event!
Throughout the week, students will participate in a variety of nighttime activities ranging from a floor
hockey tournament, trivia night, and the annual "Deck the Walls" competition. Teachers and students
dressed in spirit gear throughout the week. During the school day on Friday, juniors and seniors will
take part in the annual Powder Puff football game. Along with the usual friendly competition, the event
showcases student performers, and several fun games and competitions interspersed. On Friday
evening, the football team will play Foran High School in the Homecoming football game. The
highlight of the halftime show will be a Homecoming Float Parade. Floats will be designed and built
by members of each class of high school students. Alumni of Weston High School will be recognized
during the halftime show as well.
ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
The Writing Center teachers visited every English class in September to introduce themselves to the
students and review with them how to access the center and schedule appointments. They also visited
our freshman World Studies classes to help students formulate thesis statements for their first DBQs of
the year. Many of the seniors have been making appointments to revise their college essays as well.
Mr. Jorge's American Government class engaged in a discussion with
guest speaker Philip Purciello, who is running for public office in
Simsbury. Via an online platform, Mr. Purciello engaged the students
in a wide-ranging discussion about politics, campaigns, why young
people need to be involved in government at all levels, and how his
own experience as a US Navy veteran led him to public service. The
students asked very insightful and hard-hitting questions. Mr. Purciello
enjoyed responding to these questions of the students as well.
On September 20, millions of youth around the world took a stand in support of global climate
action. WHS students showed their support by wearing green, marching with climate change
awareness posters, and signing pledges to lower their environmental impact. The turnout was
spectacular, and a ‘pledge tree’ was created in the hallway to remind students and staff on how they
can do their part to support global climate action.

Environmental Science students volunteered with the national organization, Trout Unlimited, to help
restore a local stream ecosystem and to create better habitat for native trout populations in September.
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Students removed trash, invasive plants, and used a technique involving discarded Christmas trees to
help restore the eroded banks of the Mill River in Fairfield. It was an excellent way to participate in
local conservation efforts, and their work was deeply appreciated by the Trout Unlimited organizers.

CO-CURRICULAR PROGRAMS

The WHS Debate Club is preparing for the upcoming season.
This is the first year that the club is hosting a debate round
here in January and will need volunteers to help run this event
that will have over 200 people in attendance. Having ended
the 2018-19 school year with a victory in the state finals, the
club is determined to continue its winning streak.

The Weston Against Cancer Club accepted a check for more
than $8,000 as part of a fundraiser to support Memorial Sloan
Kettering with the newly opened Stamford Mecha Noodle Bar
through its Eat Justice campaign. Weston Against Cancer
Board Members were there to receive the check.
Our Chamber Singers and Chorale performed at the ‘Smart Walk for Smart Kids with Learning
Disabilities’ at Sherwood Island State Park and the Emmanuel Church Fair this month.
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Dr. Stephen Armstrong from the Connecticut State Department of
Education led a discussion with our social studies teachers as part of a
professional development organized by Curriculum Instructional
Leader, Mr. Torres. Dr. Armstrong spoke about the challenges of
leading political conversations with our students in class.

AP United States History teacher, Mr. Jorge attended a panel discussion
of historians at Center Church on the Green in New Haven. This panel
focused on 2019 being the 400-year anniversary of the first enslaved
Africans arriving in Jamestown. Prominent historians including David
Blight, Stephanie Smallwood, James Horn, and Brenda Stevenson
presented. They discussed the role of colonization in changing the
nature of slavery, the emergence of democracy and slavery in
Jamestown in 1619, and the legacy of colonial slavery in our current American society.
Ms. Wolak, Ms. Givoni, Ms. Cincotta, Mr. Torres, Ms. Russo, and Ms. Arena attended NEASC’s
Vision of a Graduate workshop in Hartford, CT on
October 7 and 8. The program focused on
understanding the importance and implications of
developing a vision of the graduate for a school or
district: Identify the transferable skills, knowledge,
understandings, and dispositions that students will
need to be successful after high school. In addition,
the program offered insight on developing a system of
assessment for a school's Vision of the Graduate with performance tasks that will build and measure
student progress in the skills of the graduate profile.
ATHLETICS
Fall sports are entering the second half of their seasons with their sights set on the postseason at the
end of October. It has been a tremendous fall with our teams compiling an amazing 27-8-3 win, loss
and tie record. In addition to winning competitions, our students are also representing our school in a
very positive way by showing good sportsmanship in helping athletes up off the ground after tackling,
letting officials know that they touched a ball that went out of bounds that was missed by the official,
and recognizing great effort and play by opponents when it is warranted. We invite the entire
community to come out and watch their favorite fall sport.
SOCIAL EMOTIONAL WELLNESS INITIATIVES
The implementation of Dialectical Behavior Therapy (DBT) is a new initiative this year. Lessons have
been embedded into the freshman health curriculum this fall. Freshmen have learned about
mindfulness and the emotional/reasonable/wise mind. Advisory period (twice per month) is being
used to implement DBT activities that align with the health program, which guarantees that all grades
learn strategies. Prior to the advisory, one or two teachers present the activity at our faculty meeting so
that all teachers feel comfortable doing it with their students. School counselors have incorporated
DBT into their group counseling sessions also. Currently there are 10 groups being run by our
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counselors, psychologist, and social worker. Counselors are in the process of revising the grade
seminars to include DBT components where appropriate.
October 10 was Mental Health Awareness Day. There was a special announcement on the morning
news show that includes highlighting the new bulletin board near school counseling office, “How can
we help you?” Encouraging Post-it notes were posted on the mirrors in all restrooms. The school
counseling department has initiated a new counselor on call program this year. During first period and
fifth period, there is a counselor on call for any student dealing with a very stressful challenge—this
ensures that if the student’s regular counselor is not available, the student is able to see someone during
the hours of 7:45-8:38 and 12:30-1:30 daily.

On October 16 the Improv Group from the CREC Greater Hartford Academy of the Arts performed for
our freshmen. These high school students perform skits on issues including racism, gender equality,
and drug and alcohol addiction with the hope of spreading respect, understanding, and tolerance of
others.
September 21-25 was Start with Hello Week. WHS participated in
this initiative sponsored by Sandy Hook Promise. Students made a
banner for the lobby, passed out stickers to wear, and hosted a bake
sale “give away.”

SCHOOL RESOURCE OFFICER
School Resource Officer Mogollon encourages all students and families to contact him with any
questions or concerns. His office is located across from the nurse's office in the front hallway. Feel
free to stop him when you see him around the school building.
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WINGMAN PROGRAM
Wingman is a unique youth leadership program
from Dylan’s Wings of Change (a project of
Sandy Hook Promise) that creates empathy and
acceptance leading to inclusion for all children.
Participants explore the qualities of a wingman
such as courage, perseverance and resilience.
They are recognized for their acts that extend far
beyond respect and kindness. Wingman builds
stronger, more connected communities. WMS
will be kicking off the Wingman Program with
an assembly on October 17!
ELA PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Grade 6 English Language Arts teachers have participated in two professional development sessions in
September with a trainer from Columbia University's Teachers College Reading and Writing Project.
These sessions have offered our teachers the opportunity to hone their instructional strategies, with a
focus on strengthening student writing, reading, and thinking skills in the ELA classroom. Teachers are
working together, supported by their curriculum instructional leader, to best meet the needs of all of
our learners.
SIXTH GRADE SCIENCE VIEWS
Views held by students of what scientists look
like and how they engage in science research
are often narrow and exclusive, reflecting
stereotypes of science and scientists that have
existed for decades. Students in Ms. Kovac’s
sixth grade science class gained exposure to
diverse ideas about what a scientists is, and
who can be a scientist. Pictured here are
student examples of current scientists and
scientists from past decades.
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AUDITIONS FOR THE WMS SHORT WHARF MUSICAL, FROZEN JR.!
Audition Information Meeting: Thursday, October 17 at 2:45 in the Chorus Room. Students, come
and meet this year's director, get an audition packet, audition songs, and learn about the roles in our
production of Frozen Jr.!
Auditions: October 21and 22 from 2:45-5:15 p.m. Sign up for a 10-minute audition slot on the Short
Wharf bulletin board.
Callbacks (if needed): October 24 from 2:45-5:00 p.m. A callback list will be posted outside the
Chorus Room on Wednesday, October 23.
Show Dates: January 24, 25, and 26, 2020.
SEVENTH GRADE VISITS THE YALE PEABODY MUSEUM
Students were thoroughly engaged as they toured the
museum starting with the Cretaceous Gardens
outside followed by a variety of exhibits within the
museum. The David Friend Hall offers an exquisite
gem and mineral display that elicits oohs
and ahhs from all. The historic Weston meteorite is
on display which helped support the early 1800s
hypothesis that objects do fall from the sky. The
Hall of Dinosaurs, which is scheduled to close in
2020 as part of a major museum renovation and
upgrade, show students that new fossil discoveries
improve our understanding of ancient lifeforms and
how they adapt and evolve over time. These, and
other displays, inform students about the nature of
science, that scientific knowledge itself is open to
revision in light of new evidence. The experiences at the museum connect directly to our ongoing
investigation of Earth's history and geological processes.

Weston Intermediate School

Pattie Falber, Principal
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GRADE THREE SCIENCE
This month, students in third grade were introduced to the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS)
by participating in a science unit entitled, Balancing Forces. In this unit, students are exploring forces
that act on and around them every day, often unseen and misunderstood. Scientists and engineers have
figured out a way to build a train that actually floats on air as it goes cruising down the track at high
speeds. Using similar principles, engineers have created a hoverboard—a device-like a skateboard that
floats above a track rather than rolling along the ground.
In the Balancing Forces unit, students work to investigate and then explain how these inventions seem
to defy logic. The unit began by introducing students to a fictional scenario—the citizens of the city of
Faraday are excited to hear that a new train service will be built for their city. However, they are
concerned when they hear that the train will be a floating train. Students will be challenged to figure
out how the floating train works in order to explain it to the citizens of Faraday. Over the course of the
unit, through firsthand experiences, discourse, and reading and writing informational text, students will
come to understand how forces can cause stability or change in an object’s motion. They will discover
how magnetic force can be used to counterbalance the force of gravity. They will create physical
models, diagram models, and write and present scientific explanations detailing how the maglev
(magnetic levitation) train appears to defy gravity by floating.

GRADE FOUR SCIENCE
In fourth grade, the students have also begun to work with the Next
Generation Science Standards (NGSS) through a unit entitled, Energy
Conversions. The unit focuses on the electrical system, and provides a
unique context for students to learn about how energy is converted
from one form to another, how it can be transferred from place to place,
and the variety of energy sources that exist. The unit is designed so
students have an opportunity to think deeply about a topic that is
relevant to their lives. Students take on the role of systems engineers
for Ergstown, a fictional town that experiences frequent blackouts. This
is the anchor phenomenon for the unit.
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A power failure is a real-life lesson in how much our society relies on electrical energy. Throughout
the unit, the students are exploring reasons why an electrical system may fail. Through firsthand
experiences, discourse, reading, writing, and engaging with a digital simulation, students make
discoveries about the way electrical systems work. Then, students apply what they have learned as they
choose new energy sources and energy converters for the
town, using evidence to explain why their choices will make
the electrical system more reliable. As they work to solve
the problem of blackouts in Ergstown, students will use and
construct devices that convert energy from one form to
another, build an understanding of the electrical system, and
learn to identify energy forms all around them. The pictures
below show how students worked in groups to build simple,
solar-powered electrical systems. This served as the
students’ introduction to the various parts of the electrical
system, which will be revisited throughout the unit.
GRADE FIVE SCIENCE
Fifth grade students have been investigating how sound can travel through different kinds of materials
and learning that materials are made of particles that are too small to see by engaging in a variety of
multimodal experiences. As well as participating in hands-on investigations with the collision of
particles, fifth graders have been observing sound waves through a Sound Waves Simulation program
on their Chromebooks. This has allowed them to observe the differences in sound waves originating
from different sources. Students are creating visual models to deepen their understanding of how sound
waves work and contribute to communication. They continued to study the physics of sound by
exploring how sounds originate and travel. Students conducted multiple activities to look for evidence
that different vibrations produce different pitches of sound. Using instruments such as the water
phone, xylophone, boom whackers, and string beam, the students studied how length affects pitch.
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WIS PRIDE
We kicked off the year by holding grade level
assemblies the first two days of school to
welcome everyone to WIS, and to review our
routines and expectations for the new school year.
We also took time to review our Positive
Behavioral Intervention and Support (PBIS)
program motto WIS P.R.I.D.E. and shared with
them what PRIDE stands for: Personal
accountability, Respect, Integrity, Discipline, and
Effort. We will continue to encourage the positive
attributes of WIS P.R.I.D.E. throughout the
school year with
monthly
assemblies, school-wide spirit days and celebrations, and classroom
activities. Later in the month, we held an all-school assembly where we
continued last year’s theme of Kindness while introducing this year’s
theme of “Gratitude.” We explained that gratitude is the quality of
being thankful, and a readiness to show appreciation for and to return
kindness. To help reinforce these concepts, we showed the video clip,
"You are Amazing - The Note,” to serve as a reminder of how a small
act of kindness can change someone’s day, and then showed a Kid
President clip, “25 Reasons to be Thankful.” These videos prompted
much discussion and students left the assembly with the task of creating
a class list of things that they are grateful for that they will hang on their
classroom door for everyone to see.
On September 6, our school mascot, Webster, made a surprise
appearance to welcome the students as they arrived to school. He
was greeted with lots of hugs and smiles, and it was a great way to
start off our first school spirit day. Students never know when
Webster will appear, so it’s always a welcome surprise for all of us.

RUN FOR LIFE
During the week of September 23-27, WIS
students, staff, families, and friends came together
for our annual run/walk/jog event to promote
cardiovascular fitness and the effect it has on our
physical and mental well-being. We were
fortunate to have beautiful weather all week long.
Each class put in terrific effort to improve their
fitness, mental alertness, and emotional well-being
by participating in this cardiovascular fitness
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event. A whopping total of 19,700 laps was completed over the week-long event. Students continue to
accrue laps and miles during their physical education classes.

GRADE 3 MAKERTECH CURRICULUM
Third graders have made a smooth transition to the WIS one-to-one Chromebook environment thanks,
in part, to their first trimester instructional experiences in the Makertech program. Makertech
curriculum is purposefully designed to provide students a comfort level with both technology
productivity tools, and makerspace creative materials. In the first month of school, third graders
received their Chromebooks along with instruction on the digital citizenship expectations around the
use of technology in school. They were also introduced to the WIS makerspace with a creative
problem-solving lesson based on a literary connection to the picture book Twenty-One Elephants and
Still Standing, by April Jones Prince. This activity focused on collaboration skills, with students
working in pairs to construct a suitable bridge to hold twenty-one “elephants.” Third graders also had
a review of the word-processing toolbar in Google Docs in preparation for transitioning from writingby-hand to digital writing. Upcoming lessons in the Makertech curriculum include an opportunity to
integrate creative media with reading. Keyboarding skills will continue to be a focus throughout the
school year.

WIS FOOD DRIVE
WIS students and families participated in our first
community service project. A huge thank you goes out
to everyone for making the September’s food drive
such a success. Over 135 bags were donated with a
variety of food and personal care items that enabled the
Pantry to meet the needs of their patrons. The Weston
Food Pantry services over 70 families in Weston. By
running food drives, we help students gain a better
understanding of the needs within our community and
the special ways that they can make a difference.
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
The WIS staff began the new school year by taking part in several highly engaging professional
development workshops to support our school goals: 1) the implementation of a new science
curriculum, and 2) the continuation of strategies to foster a Healthy Learning Environment for students
and staff. As we begin to roll out our new science curriculum, we are transitioning to the new state
science standards that are called the Next Generation Science Standards or commonly referred to as
NGSS. The biggest change is that these standards take a 3-dimensional approach that blends the
“hands-on” doing of science, with more complex science content, while integrating cross cutting
concepts that span all grades, such as “cause and effect”. The students will move through the units by
gathering evidence from multiple sources, which includes their own experimentation and observations,
books, digital resources and simulations. Each time they will build more and more understanding and
in the process answer the initial question posed at the beginning of each unit. The staff also continued
their work with Emotional Intelligence, expanding their use and knowledge of the tools and strategies
that will help them continue to foster positive, caring classrooms.
This month we were incredibly fortunate to
have two visits from our Teachers College
consultant, Alexis Czeterko. Our focus with
Alexis this year is on closely analyzing
student data to strengthen our teaching of
higher level thinking in small groups. During
her first visit, Alexis modeled small group
instruction and shared planning strategies with
teachers. During her second visit, Alexis met
with teams of teachers to collaboratively look
at student data to determine instructional
needs. As a staff, we will be continuing this
important work during our upcoming
professional development days.

Hurlbutt Elementary School

Laura Kaddis, Principal
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Community Events
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OPENING THE 2019-2020 SCHOOL YEAR WITH A NEW PLAYGROUND
The new HES playground was ready for business as
we opened the doors to our students for the 20192020 school year. The PTO raised $130,000 over the
course of two years, and we are so fortunate to have
watched their hard work pay off. This was truly a
community effort as the Hurlbutt PTO had support
from all four schools’ PTO groups, the Kiwanis club,
and many parents and residents. Our first schoolwide PBIS assembly was focused on playground
safety and reminding our students how to be safe,
kind and responsible on the playground. Our staff
demonstrated how to use the new playground and our
students loved watching the teachers going down the
slide, hanging from the monkey bars and climbing up
the playscape. Horace, our mascot made an
appearance and waved to all the children from the
tower on the playscape. Our physical education and
health teachers focused one of their first units of
instruction on being safe, kind and responsible on the
playground. These lessons address the physical
activity on the playground and also focus on the social
interactions that are so important for our young
children to practice.
READING AND LEARNING CELEBRATION
Two thousand eight hundred forty six (2,846) books
were read collectively by our Hurlbutt students!
Summer readers were recognized at an all school
reading celebration on September 6. All students
who turned in a summer reading list were entered into
a raffle for a Hurlbutt Book Fair gift certificate.
Classes with the highest participation in each grade
were also celebrated. Thank you to the Hurlbutt PTO
for providing prizes. First and second graders who
completed the summer math challenge were also
recognized during the assembly and received their
certificates and math prize later in the day.
BUILDING COMMUNITY
As you can see from our colorful bulletin boards, our staff emphasizes strong classroom community.
We work hard to ensure that each child is a valued member of the class and school community. We
use Responsive Classroom as our approach and philosophy to teaching and classroom management.
The approach is comprised of research and evidence-based practices. At the October professional
development day, we are strengthening these practices with a full-day workshop by a Responsive
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Classroom trainer for our faculty. The workshop, “Improving Teacher and Student Language,” will
focus on the power of language and the words we use.

LEARNING RESOURCE CENTER (LRC)
Our Learning Resource Center is already buzzing with activity. In addition to checking out books, all
of our classes are immersed in the rich digital and media
resources available. Recently, our first grade students
used iMovie in the LRC to create videos to teach other
students how to check out books and use different LRC
tools. This activity supports our reading and writing
units of study. During informational units, students learn
how to teach someone about a topic or area of interest.
Creating an iMovie is a great way to put their knowledge
and skills into a real life application that supports the
mission of our LRC.
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Second grade students used the Flipgrid app to create videos
answering Frequently Asked Questions about the LRC and
resources. Several classes also used this digital tool on classroom
iPads to teach parents about their classroom community, resources,
and routines. Mrs. Santorella's second grade class also used iMovie
to create and share their classroom charter.

COMMUNITY EVENTS

Space Jam came to visit our students during their lunch period to spread
our message of being a safe, kind and responsible citizen of Hurlbutt. As
he performed tricks with his basketball, he shared examples of how
students can be kind to each other. The Weston Community gathered on
October 5 for the Harlem Wizards Basketball Show and Space Jam’s
visit was an exciting preview for the show. Many of our teachers
participated in the game against the Wizards and the children loved
seeing the teachers out on the court.
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